GSA Executive Council Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, July 28, 2015, 6:00 – 8:00 PM, GSA Office

1. Dinner ........................................ 20 min
2. GSA Office Renewal Update – Joan and Ralph 5 min
3. Logos and Branding – Joan 10 min
4. WOW Week – Joan 10 min
5. Bar Night/Quarterly Events – Joan 10 min
6. GSA Website – Michael 10 min
7. Budget for 2015-2016 5 min
8. Fossil-Fuel Divestment Resolution – Ralph 5 min
9. Interactions with Admin – Ralph 5 min
10. Collaboration with PSA – Ralph 5 min
11. Marketing Consultant – Ralph 5 min
12. Social Grants – Katrina 10 min
13. Open Floor 20 min